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Abstract—In recent years, it is becoming more common for people
to use applications or devices that keep track of their activities,
such as fitness activities, places they visited, the music they listen
to, and pictures they took. These data are used by the services
for various purposes, but usually there are limitations for the
users to explore or interact with them. Our project investigates
a new approach of visualizing such Quantified Self data, in a
meaningful and enjoyable way that gives the users insights into
their data. The paper discusses the feasibility of creating a service
that allows users to connect the activity tracking applications
they already use, analyse the amount of activities, and then
presents them the resulting information. The visualization of the
information is proposed as an avatar that maps the different
activities the user is engaged with, along with the activity levels,
as graphical features. Within the scope of this work, several user
studies were conducted and a system prototype was implemented
to explore how to build, using web technologies, such a system
that aggregates and analyses personal activity data, and also to
determine what kind of data should and can be collected, to
provide meaningful information to the users. Furthermore, it was
investigated how a possible design for the avatar could look like,
to be clearly understood by the users.

Keywords–Quantified Self; Avatars; Data Visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Making active use of most entertainment, productivity,
lifestyle, health and fitness, etc. applications and services can
produce a large amount of personal data. There is a growing
interest in collecting data generated from users’ everyday lives,
indicated by the increasing emergence of technologies and
applications available to track users’ activities. One of the
commercial purposes for doing this is recommendation. An
application used to listen to music does not only keep record of
the songs that were played, but can also give recommendations
to further songs and artists a user might like, based on the
information of what other users are listening to. This is done,
e.g., by Spotify [1]. A similar approach is used by Amazon,
who provides recommendations for products based on what a
customer bought in the past, what they have in their virtual
shopping cart, their ratings and likes, as well as the behaviour
of other customers who viewed or bought similar items [2].
There can also be other purposes, such as for maintaining per-
sonal records. A user might use an application in combination
with her fitness activities to get detailed information on, e.g.,
how long and how fast she was running. But although many
of the applications and services keep track of activity data,
they do not necessarily provide detailed feedback to the users.
Users are also not always aware of how often they are actually
making use of some applications, e.g., how often they use an

application that allows them to take pictures to share with their
friends.

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly grow-
ing, connecting more and more real-world physical objects,
like household appliances, buildings and human bodies, as well
as items like food or clothing, to the Internet [3]. Many devices
are now available that, besides communicating with each other,
can sense and collect a variety of data from users’ behaviour.
These include ubiquitous mobile phones and smart wearable
devices. These substantial and heterogeneous data are used by
the different services, but are not necessarily shared with the
users, and usually there are limited ways to analyse and process
the information.

Recently, interest has been growing in collecting data about
health, sports, sleep and other activities within our everyday
lives [4]. Although people worry about sharing too much
information about themselves via social media platforms and
being tracked by ad networks, the interest in generating more
personal data is increasing [5], and this movement is called
Quantified Self. As Swan [6] describes, “The quantified self
(QS) is any individual engaged in the self-tracking of any
kind of biological, physical, behavioural, or environmental
information.” To track the data, either applications or devices
are used. The QS website (http://quantifiedself.com/guide/)
lists more than 500 tools, which can be used for the data
collection. Examples for tracked data are “weight, energy level,
mood, time usage, sleep quality, health, cognitive performance,
athletics, and learning strategies” [6]. One main aim of col-
lecting QS data is to examine ones life [5]. Though some
people might just be interested in storing information about
themselves to remember it later on, others want to get a deeper
meaning out of their data [7]. Those want to discover patterns
to gain self-knowledge and self-awareness of their behaviour
and thus have the possibility to change and improve their lives.

Large amounts of data are generated by and collected
(usually by the different service providers) from users’ every-
day activities, as well as from making use of smart devices,
wearables and of course mobile phones. The difficulty lies, as
usually noted in the “big data” domain discussions, in inter-
preting the data into useful information (cf. [8]). Numerous
applications exist which can visualize the data, but further re-
search is necessary to offer easily-understandable information
visualization, especially to cross-reference different types of
data [9]. Although these “big data” are used by the applications
and services for a variety of purposes, they remain mostly
unavailable to the users, with limited ways to interact, explore
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and maybe get insights based of their own information. The
work presented in this paper attempts to address this and
explore ways to reclaim the ownership of these “big data”
for more personal uses.

Our project investigates in particular how to build a system,
using web technologies, to aggregate and analyse personal
activity data (related to QS) in order to provide meaningful
information to the user. The focus lies on identifying social
media (and other) services that can be considered as sources
of data, what kind of data can be collected from each of these
services, how the data could be collected and aggregated into
this system, as well as how often the collected data should be
updated. Another equally important aspect of this project is to
determine a possible (graphical) design for the visualization of
the information so it is meaningful to, and understood by, the
users. Based on previous work, it was assumed that a suitable
visualization for such a system could consist of an “avatar”
that would map the different activities the user is engaged with,
along with the levels of those activities, as different graphical
features.

The remaining of the paper is structured as following:
Section 2 presents related work. The methodology is described
in Section 3. An overview of the system prototype, which was
developed in the context of this project, can be found in Section
4. Results and analysis of the study are shown in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the study.

II. RELATED WORK

Chang [10][11][12] wrote a three-part series about QS
and Gamification, which can be defined as “the use of game
design elements in non-game contexts” [13].He emphasizes the
importance of making the data collection, and thus the sensors,
ubiquitous and hidden, since people are not likely to change
their usual behaviour just for getting some numbers, e.g., by
having to enter all their activities manually in an application.
Furthermore, he suggests to give scores and rewards for
activities, based on predefined rules which are known by the
users, rather than presenting numbers and graphs.

Within the scope of our project, a new approach of vi-
sualizing QS data is explored. The users should not have
to start using a new tracking application for collecting their
data, but having the data gathered from existing services they
already use. After analysing the collected data, these would
be visualized as an avatar. The avatar should show the users
how active they are using certain services; this is something
which they may not be aware of, or it could not directly
correspond to their personal impression. It could also make
them aware of the extent that the different services collect
personal data from them. Such avatars could also be shared
with friends, for example via social media platforms (posts,
status updates, or even profile pictures). This sharing could
allow for comparisons, or competing for which avatar shows
the most or least activity for a certain service, which brings
elements of Gamification into the QS domain.

A. Data Collection and Visualization
Research has been conducted to design personal visualiza-

tions and personal data presentations. Choe et al. [14] investi-
gated how a visualization system should be designed to support
Quantified Selfers, who might not be visualization experts or
data scientists, with getting insights to their own data. The

following four areas were proposed for the development of
personal visualization systems: self-reflection as a personal in-
sight, gaining valid personal insights, communicating personal
insights and visual annotation for highlighting insights. Wang
et al. [15] presented users different personal visualization de-
signs to identify important elements in personal visualizations.
Results showed that through abstract visualizations the users
are more encouraged to explore their data and thus, those
visualizations give them more insights.

To track QS data, usually either an app like Moves, or
devices like Fitbit or Nike+ can be used. Those services usually
offer a website or a mobile application where the users can see
values and related graphs for their activities.

An application that gives immediate feedback to the user in
a more playful way is FitCat. FitCat is an application for the
Pebble smartwatch, which tracks the fitness activities of the
user. With the FitCat application, the watch shows a cat which
behaves in the same way as the user: if the user is walking,
the cat is walking; if the user is relaxing, the cat is relaxing.
The more active the users are, the more virtual money they
get within this application, which they can then use to make
the cat happy.

A tool which allows the users to track any kind of data and
tries to visualize them in meaningful and easy understandable
graphs is Loggr. Similar to this tool is mem:o, which main
focus lies on the design of the visualization using colourful
circles. Although both tools give a nice visualization on the
tracked data, the disadvantage of those two applications is that
the user has to enter all the data manually. Since already a lot
of applications exist which help the user to track different kinds
of data, automatically aggregating the data in order to get a
visualization would be preferable to manual data entry.

B. Avatar Creation
Related to the chosen visualization, the avatar, is the

Musical Avatar [16], a personal avatar generated based on the
users music preferences. Favorite music tracks, provided by
the users, are analyzed and tagged with semantic descriptors.
Those descriptors are then used to create a user profile which
is then represented as a cartoonish avatar. This visualization
only shows music preferences, and is not further updated based
on current user activity.

Research has been conducted on using an avatar as motiva-
tional or biobehavioral feedback. Murray et al. [17] proposes
an avatar as a digital representation of a user for mobile health
applications. Their work presents a theoretical description on
how the appearance and behaviour of an avatar can trigger
changes of the user’s health-related behaviour. Feedback via
avatars was found to be easier to understand for the users,
since they are human-like and we are interacting with other
humans in our everyday lives, whereas interpreting graphs is
not done so often and needs to be learned first. Scott et al. [18]
investigated how avatars should be designed to be expressive
and communicate feedback.

A lot of research has been conducted regarding person-
alized avatars for virtual environments (cf. [19][20][21][22]).
The user’s body structure as well as kinematic properties
should be reflected in the avatar. One possible purpose of
building an avatar based on the user’s body is to create a
personalized shopping avatar; the user can then put clothes
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Figure 1. How the online questionnaires and the prototype development
informed the research.

on the avatar “to preview the appearance of the items on the
user” [23]. All those studies are building avatars based on the
appearance of the user, but do not take the user’s behaviour
into account.

III. METHODOLOGY

Within the scope of this project, a series of online ques-
tionnaires were designed and a prototype was implemented.
Figure 1 illustrates how the different questionnaires and the
development of the prototype informed the research.

A. Online Questionnaires
Over the course of this project, three questionnaires were

designed. An additional questionnaire, for the participants that
allowed to have some of their activities monitored over a period
of weeks, was also designed.

1) Survey Questionnaire: The aim of this initial question-
naire was to find out the popularity of different social network
services and smart/wearable devices among potential users of
the proposed system. By knowing which services and devices
are familiar and actively used, an informed initial decision
could be made regarding which services and devices the system
prototype should support. Furthermore, the reasons why people
started using those services/devices, the reasons why they
keep using them, and how they share their activities, were
investigated.

2) Avatar Design Questionnaire: This questionnaire was
created to explore options and validate the graphical design
of the avatar, in particular regarding the different graphical
features that were intended to correspond to categories of
activities, as identified by the previous Survey Questionnaire
(and also considered feasible to support by the prototype). The
aim of this questionnaire was to investigate if the participants
could recognize, and interpret the meaning of, these features.
Furthermore, it aimed to investigate if the way of indicating
the different levels of those activities (by variations of the
graphical features) was clear.

3) Usage Questionnaire: The final questionnaire was de-
signed to investigate potential users’ preferences regarding to
how an avatar should be updated according to usage patterns,
identified based on data that were collected using the proto-
type, as well as whether it should include date information.

B. Prototype Development
To investigate the feasibility of the proposed system, a

prototype was developed. For testing purposes, ten participants
were asked to register with the system, allowing to collect
activity-related data from them over a period of a month.
The purpose for collecting these data was to get a better
understanding and identify patterns and levels of usage in the
behaviour of users, regarding their activities. Those patterns
were also used as the basis of the Usage Questionnaire.

1) Prototype Questionnaire: Additionally, as a thanking
gesture for their assistance, once the collection period was
over, the data from each participant were analysed and a
personalized avatar was generated, corresponding to their
activities during the testing period. But before their personal
avatar was presented to them, to be shared on social media or
used as a profile picture, they were shown the list of all the
generated avatars and were asked to pick the one they thought
represented them.

IV. SYSTEM PROTOTYPE

A. Functionalities
The implemented system is a tool that allows users to

connect their own accounts from other applications. The tool
then aggregates the usage data and, based on analysis of
how actively those applications were used, it can generate a
graphical avatar which represents each user and (the level of)
their activities.

1) Website: Part of the prototype is a website which
includes a User Management System. Users can register and
afterwards, they can connect their accounts from other ap-
plications/services. Since several services exist which support
the same activities (e.g., Instagram and Flickr both let users
upload and share their photos), the services are categorized. At
the current stage, Human API (“fitness”), Last.fm (“music”),
Instagram (“photos”), and Twitter (“social networks”) are
supported (see Survey Questionnaire results and Table II).
After a period of collecting some initial data, the users are able
to see their personalized avatar. This avatar can be exported
(saved as an image) and then, e.g., be upload as the user’s
profile picture on Twitter or Facebook.

2) Data Collection and Aggregation: Based on the results
of the Usage Questionnaire, once a day the data from all the
services of each user are requested, analysed, and the level of
each activity is saved into the database.

The same type of activities are collected from each service
within a certain category. For example, for “fitness” the dis-
tance and duration of the sport or physical activities can be
considered, for “music” the number of songs the user listened
to, for “photos” the number of pictures the user uploaded
or liked, and for “social networks” the number of posts the
user wrote, commented, shared or liked. For each of these
categories, the different dimensions (e.g., walking, running and
biking for fitness, or posting, commenting, sharing, and liking
for social networks) need to be combined into one value to be
represented on the avatar. This is done in a very simplistic way
and based on subjective impressions of the researchers based
on the results of the data collection.

The activity value A for each category is calculated as
follows. For fitness, the (sum of) the distance for each type
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TABLE I. ACTIVITY LEVELS AS DEFINED IN THE PROTOTYPE,
BASED ON PARTICIPANTS’ DATA COLLECTION OBSERVATIONS.

activity level
category low medium high

fitness x< 10, 000 10, 000 ≤x< 100, 000 100, 000 ≤x
music x< 100 100 ≤x< 1, 000 1, 000 ≤x
photos x< 5 5 ≤x< 10 10 ≤x
social
networks

x< 5 5 ≤x< 10 10 ≤x

provided by Human API was considered:

Afitness = dwalk + 2× drun + 3× dcycle + dunknown (1)

weighted based on average speed assumptions. A way to cor-
respond distance and duration for different types of sports was
investigated, but nothing practical was found. One practical
way would be to consider the calories that were burned,
but only some wearable fitness devices can provide such
information. For the “unknown” type, we simply assume it to
be equivalent to “walking”, especially if no different physical
activities are combined.

For music, the number of songs provided by Last.fm was
considered:

Amusic = nsongs (2)

For photography the number of pictures uploaded on Instagram
was considered:

Aphotography = nuploads (3)

For social networks, tweets, retweets and favourites were
considered:

Asocialnetworks = ntweets +
nretweets

2
+

nfavourites

4
(4)

Posting new content should be considered more active than
responding or liking existing content.

3) Avatar creation: The level of activities can correspond
into one of the following: not connected, connected (but no
activity), low activity, medium activity, high activity. For each
category, two limits were defined: any value lower than the first
limit would indicate low activity, a value between those two
limits would result in a medium activity and everything above
the second limit would be considered as high activity. Table I
shows the levels per category. Based on the category of those
activities, features and feature variations can be added onto
the base avatar figure and generate the most recent version for
each user.

The overall design was intended to be monochrome (black
and white) and minimalistic in an abstract, “cartoon”, style
(cf. the “Big Triangle” in [24]). The base avatar is a simple
outlined figure, as shown in Figure 2a. To indicate that the
user has connected a service, an additional feature is added
to the avatar, as shown in Figure 2b. These are: a headband
for fitness, earphones for music, a Polaroid camera for photos,
and a smartphone for social networks. To indicate the levels
of activity in each of them, three levels of variation are added:
drops of sweat from the headband, music notes coming out of
the earphones, photos dropping out of the camera, and birds
(implying activity on Twitter) flying out of the smartphone, as
seen in Figure 3. Each of the features and its variations was
meant to occupy a separate and distinct part of the avatar, with
no overlapping. Figure 4 shows different avatar examples.

(a) Base.

(b) Left to right: fitness, music, photo, social networks.

Figure 2. The avatar along with the features that indicate the different
services.

Figure 3. For each of the avatar features, variations that indicate increasing
(left to right) levels of activity.

Figure 4. Different avatar examples.

B. System Architecture

The implemented system is distributed over three compo-
nents (see Figure 5). The three components share one common
database, but work independently from each other. The User
Interaction Server is the only one that the user interacts with.
This server hosts the website where the users can register
and login, respectively, and where they can view their avatars.
Using this server, they also connect external services (at the
current stage Human API, Last.fm, Instagram, and Twitter) to
be used for data gathering. During this connection process,
the server obtains the users authentication credentials for each
service and stores them in the database. Once the user is
registered and has services connected, the Data Collection
Server will request the user’s data from each service, once a
day. After the data is collected, it is analysed and the amount of
activities are written into the database. The actual data, which
were collected from the service, are not stored. The Avatar
Creation Server queries the amount of activities for each user
from the database on a regular basis and generates the avatar
accordingly. The created avatar is then stored in the database.
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Figure 5. System architecture overview.

The system prototype architecture aims to provide main-
tainability, scalability and extensibility. Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) can change over time, services that do
not have an API yet could offer one and also new services can
come up in the future. To be able to cope with those changes
and integrate new APIs without much effort, the system needs
to be maintainable as well as extensible. Scalability helps not
only to deal with more and more data, which is requested daily
for each user, but also to handle a possibly increasing number
of users.

Splitting the three functionalities of the system – user
interaction, data collection and avatar creation – to three
servers instead of having all functions on one server supports
maintainability, scalability and extensibility. The system is
“maintainable” due to being able to have two parts function
properly even if an error occurs in the third part. Furthermore,
the error cause can be searched within a limited environment,
i.e., on the particular server that showed unusual behaviour,
instead of the whole system. The “scalability” of the system is
given, since not one single server has to handle all the requests
from the users and the ones to the external services. While
one server is responsible for managing the user requests and
retrieving the authentication credentials, another server gathers
the actual data from those services. Further scalability could be
achieved by having two separate databases, one for storing the
amount of activities and the other one for storing the avatar
images. The separation of the three different functionalities
makes it easier to add new functions to the system and makes
is easily “extensible”. Possible extensions are adding a new
category or a new service in an already existing category,
having more levels of activity for each category, and so on.
In addition, the possibility of adding another server with new
functionalities, which makes use of the data in the database(s),
is given.

C. Technological Background
The development of the prototype application was intended

to use currently emerging technologies. An important aspect

was to build a maintainable, scalable and extensible system.
To achieve this, not only a proper architecture is needed,
but also the use of technologies that should support these
characteristics. In this section, the tools and technologies that
were used for the implementation are described.

1) HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript: The client-side of the
prototype application is built with HTML5 in combination with
CSS3. Additionally, JavaScript and its library jQuery is used.

2) Node.js, Express, and Jade: The server-side is based
on Node.js. This platform allows to build fast and scalable
network applications [25]. It makes use of a single-threaded
and event-driven programming style together with a non-
blocking, asynchronous I/O model [25][26][27].

Traditionally, when a process wanted to do some I/O
operations, the process had to wait until the I/O operations
were done and could only then continue running. To avoid
those waiting times and having the possibility of several users
at the same time, multi-threading was introduced. Each process
can use different threads; within one process, all threads share
the same memory. Using this model, another thread can use
the CPU, as long as one thread is waiting for I/O operations
to finish. If several CPUs are available, various threads can
run at the same time. The disadvantage of this model is that
programmers do not know which thread will be executed at
which time, and need to take care of concurrent access to the
shared resources. It is not unusual that bugs appear randomly,
which can be hard to debug. Event-driven programming is an
alternative to multi-threading, and used by Node.js. It is based
on an event loop, i.e., one process contains only one thread. It
basically runs two functions, event detection and event handler
triggering, continuously. Every time the event loop detects that
an event happened, it triggers the corresponding event handler,
which is usually registered as a callback function. When I/O
operations are performed, the process is not blocked and thus,
several I/O operations can be executed in parallel.

In 2003, Kegel described first the C10K problem: how can
one server support ten thousand concurrent clients [28][29].
Multi-threading allows serving multiple clients at the same
time, but the number of threads is limited since only a certain
amount of memory and processing power is available. Thus,
multi-threading does not support a high capacity. In contrast,
event-driven programming is more (resource) efficient. Using
events as light-weight constructs and its non-blocking I/O
model, Node.js is able to handle high capacity and thus, not
facing the C10K problem.

Furthermore, the programming language used for Node.js
is JavaScript. Its closures and first-class functions make it
useful for event-driven programming. In addition, JavaScript
is widely used in (client-side) HTML-based web applications.
With Node.js, developers use JavaScript also on the server-
side and therefore, only one programming language is needed.
Another benefit of using JavaScript on both sides, is the JSON
format, which is native to JavaScript and useful for any data
exchange between the server and the client.

For the prototype, together with the Node.js platform, the
Express framework is used to handle the middleware and Jade
as template engine for HTML templates.

3) MongoDB: As data storage, the document-oriented,
non-relational database MongoDB is used [30]. Non-relational
– also called Not Only SQL (NOSQL) – databases like
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Figure 6. Composition of different images (base, feature, variation) to create
each avatar.

MongoDB support scalability through scaling out (balancing
data and load across multiple servers) which allows them to
be used for a high amount of data [30][31][32]. In contrast,
relational databases support only scaling up (getting a new and
bigger machine), which makes them inefficient to be used for
such a use case. In addition to effective scalability, MongoDB
offers a good query performance even for a massive amount of
data, which makes it very suitable for “big data” applications.

Since MongoDB uses “JSON-like” documents, it is easy
to use together with the JavaScript code on the server-side
through the Node.js platform [30]. Those documents can con-
tain a complex hierarchical structure, which might correspond
more to how object-oriented programmers think about their
data than the, in traditional rational databases used, “rows”.
Furthermore, no definitions for those structures exist. Keys
and values do not have a fixed type or size. It is easy, to
add or remove fields within a document. This means, that the
structure of the data can be easily changed if necessary. On
the other hand, developers need to be careful to not end up in
a complete mass of data.

4) ImageMagick: To generate the avatar based on the users
activities, several images – up to two for each category (one
for the feature and one for the variation) plus the base avatar
– need to be composed dynamically on the web server (cf.
Figure 6). For this purpose, the tool ImageMagick is used,
which is a command line tool to create, edit, compose or
convert bitmap images. The library GraphicsMagick allows to
use the tool on a Node.js server.

5) Integrating APIs: The purpose of the system is to anal-
yse each user’s activities, via their use of various applications,
and to then visualise the result as an avatar. Apart from
determining popularity and usage from different services, to
see which of those are reasonable to include in such a system,
it was investigated which services offer a suitable API that
would allow to gather the appropriate data.

One limitation can be the lack of access to an API, e.g.,
Nike+ has an API, but the company only gives access to
specific partners and therefore, it could not be used for the
current prototype.

On the other hand, there exist some APIs that already
connect multiple services and allow developers to just integrate
one API, while still be able to get data from all those sources.
The users can then choose which of those service(s) they want
to connect. The advantage of integrating only one combining
API instead of separate ones for each service is not only
less programming effort, but also guarantees that the data
structure is the same, no matter from which application they
are retrieved.

Developers integrating other services via their APIs need
to be aware that those might change over time. Some changes

TABLE II. PARTIAL RESULTS REGARDING POPULARITY OF
VARIOUS SOCIAL NETWORK SERVICES AND WEARABLES.

service or
wearable

used often or
sometimes

never used or
not familiar

Facebook 74 4
Google Drive 59 19

Spotify 50 28
IMDB 50 28

Google+ 43 35
Twitter 42 36

Instagram 39 39
LinkedIn 36 42

Wordpress 29 49
Flickr 28 50

Nike+ 13 65
Fitbit 3 75

only add new functionalities and do not affect currently run-
ning applications that already make use of this API. However,
other changes require developers to integrate them in their
applications, which can involve a lot of effort and time.
For example, after the last change of the Facebook API,
several applications needed to shut down because they were
using functionalities which were not available any more (see
http://techcrunch.com/2015/04/28/facebook-api-shut-down/).

Furthermore, some services do not allow to make use of
any features that might not correspond to their core features
and functionalities. For example, Facebook shuts down ap-
plications that would notify the users if someone unfriended
them, because this would violate the Terms of Service (see
Facebook Policy section 4.4, and Facebook Legal Terms sec-
tion 3.2). Two examples were “Unfriend Finder” in 2013, and
“Who Deleted Me” in 2015.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Survey Questionnaire
1) Demographics: Two identical versions of this initial

questionnaire were created, one that was deployed in Sweden,
and the other one in Austria. Note that many of the participants
in Sweden were connected to Linnaeus University, and had
an international background. There were no big differences
detected in the results between the two groups, so in this
section combined numbers are shown.

The questionnaire was filled out by 78 participants aged
between 18 and 32 (average 24.8, standard deviation 3),
whereof 40 were male and 38 female. 51 of the participants
were located in Sweden, the rest in Austria.

2) Results: The initial questions presented two lists of
social networks and wearables, respectively, and asked the
participants to indicate which of those they are familiar with,
and if so, how often they use them. Partial results are shown in
Table II. Unsurprisingly, most participants used Facebook. In
contrast, the majority of the participants were unfamiliar with
smart devices and wearables (very few used Nike+ or Fitbit).

The next questions investigated the reasons why the partic-
ipants started to use social network services and/or wearables
and why they are still using them. Most (around half) of the
participants started to use different social network services to
keep track of their activities, and that remains the reason that
they still use them. But overall, it appears that most participants
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did not consider that they keep using the services for the same
initial intentions.

A distinct difference between sharing behaviours was also
noted: in Sweden, more participants shared on social media
platforms, and in Austria more participants shared with their
friends offline.

According to the results of the questionnaire, participants
are interested in keeping track of their activities and how
much time they spend on them. Furthermore, there is a higher
percentage of people who start using an application with the
intention to share their activities with others, than users who
engage in actual sharing. Although the investigation of the
reasons for this behaviour are beyond the scope of this paper,
proposing a tool which creates a visualization (e.g., an avatar)
based analysis of the activities, might help to increase the
number of people who are actually sharing their activities (via
this visualization). In addition, it would not only allow others
to see “how active” users are, but also the users themselves to
see their own activity levels, something that might differ from
their personal impression.

However, the main outcome of this questionnaire was
the initial selection of services which were integrated and
supported by the developed prototype. Informed by the results,
different categories of potential activities could be defined:
social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Google+), work related
(Google Drive, LinkedIn, Wordpress), music (Spotify), films
(IMDB), photography (Instagram, Flickr), and fitness (Nike+,
Fitbit). The following subsections consider these possible
identified categories, and discuss which APIs were finally
supported. Based on the previously presented architectural
decisions, the prototype can be extended with more APIs per
category or more categories without much effort.

Social Networks: The most actively used social media
platform is Facebook. However, Facebook changed its API
recently and requires an elaborate and long-winded review
process which was considered as out of scope for this project
and thus it was not included in the prototype. Google+ and
Twitter were considered similarly popular. Due to development
time constrains, the choice between them was based on the fact
that it is more complicated to change (via API) the user profile
picture on Google+ than it is on Twitter. Therefore, Twitter is
initially supported as it fits easier with the envisioned overall
system workflow.

Work Related: None of the services identified in this
category offers a suitable API. LinkedIn has a restricted API
that gives access only to personal data (no possibility to
get another user’s activities) for open use, and only offi-
cial partners are allowed to have more access (see https://
developer.linkedin.com/ and http://mashable.com/2015/02/12/
linkedin-closed-api/). Google Drive and Wordpress did not
provide any useful data about the users’ activities and were
therefore also not included in the prototype.

Music: Considering music, the API of Last.fm can be used.
Users can listen to music directly on Last.fm, or they can
connect this service with various other music services and ap-
plications, among others Spotify. Those connected applications
then send the information about what songs the user is listening
to Last.fm (Last.fm calls this “scrobbling”), which can then
suggest songs to the user which are similar to the ones she
listens to.

Films: IMDB has no official API and therefore was not
supported by the prototype.

Photography: To keep track on how active the user is
regarding photography, the Instagram API is used. Flickr also
provides a suitable API but since more people stated to be
using Instagram, for development time constrains, only the
latter one was supported.

Fitness: As a variety of fitness applications can be used,
similar with the music category, the decision was made to
take advantage of the integration of the Human API, which
combines many of them in one single API.

B. Avatar Design Questionnaire
1) Demographics: In contrast to the previous question-

naire, only one version was distributed, with an additional
question in the end, stating if the participants were living in
Sweden or abroad.

This questionnaire was filled out by 56 participants aged
between 19 and 54 (average 27.5, standard deviation 7),
whereof 29 were male, 25 female, one trans* and one who
preferred not to disclose. 33 of the participants were located
in Sweden.

2) Results: Based on the Survey Questionnaire and the
technical feasibility, four categories of activities were identified
and therefore considered as potential features of the avatar:
fitness (via HumanAPI), music (Spotify, etc. via Last.fm),
photography (Instagram) and social networks (Twitter). For
each category for which the user has a service connected to
gather data, a graphic feature could be added to the basic
avatar. The levels of activity for each of these could be signified
by variations of these features.

For the initial group of questions, the participants were
presented different avatars and asked what they thought the
avatar was doing. Most of the participants’ interpretations cor-
responded to the design intentions: e.g., they associated head-
phones or earphones to listening to music, taking photographs
with the Polaroid camera, and the smart phone with being
active in social networks. But some designs were not so clear.
In the avatar with the headband, 32% participants interpreted
the “drops” as blood (and not as sweat), and therefore that the
avatar was injured; however, 49% participants interpreted the
same avatar design as being physically active.

The next group of questions showed different avatars and
asked if the participants agreed that the avatar is doing a
specific activity. Similar to the previous questions, most partici-
pants confirmed the intended design. But (in line with previous
impressions), a few participants insisted that the “physically
active” avatar was injured. Some additional comments were
made (mainly by participants that did not agree) that the
avatars were perceived as being too “passive”, and not really
“active”.

The next group of questions examined the perception of
the activity level variations. Two avatars were presented at the
same time, having the same feature (headband, music player
and earphones, Polaroid camera, or smart phone) but with addi-
tional variations (sweat drops, music notes, Polaroid photos, or
birds). Encouragingly, very few participants misidentified the
compared activity levels. Some offered alternative interpreta-
tions: e.g., some participants did not agree that being “more
active” can be represented by an increased number of, e.g.,
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photos or music notes; the user is simply taking more photos
(which is not the same as having interest in photography) or
listens to “louder” music.

The next group of questions presented avatars with a
combination of features, and asked the participants to identify
the activities, which the majority did correctly.

The final group of questions presented pairs of avatars
with different activities and levels of activities, and asked
the participants to compare them. Again, the majority of the
participants did so correctly.

Overall, the results showed that the design was understand-
able by the participants, and that they seemed to understand
what the different features where designed to represent.

The suggested feature for physical fitness, as well as the
use of feature variations (amount) to symbolize different levels
of activity, were not entirely clear to all participants. Many
participants interpreted the drops as blood and thus did not
see the avatar as physically active, but rather as injured. To
overcome this issue, the use of colours might be taken into
account. For example, blue drops might rather be associated
with sweat than with blood. Another possible way to indicate
activity levels would be to adjust the transparency and not
the amount of, e.g., the music notes. This method could also
potentially allow for more activity levels than the current “one
plus three”.

C. Usage Patterns
Ten participants (friends and colleagues from Linnaeus

University, Sweden) were invited to register with the prototype
system and let their data be collected over the period of a
month. The aim of this data collection was to identify patterns
in the behaviour of the users regarding their activities.

The first identified pattern is having low activity during
most days, with a peak of a lot of activity for a, usually
single, day. A typical example for this pattern was a user who
took long bike tours once a week, which were tracked by a
fitness application, but who did not track any other fitness
activities. The second identified pattern is almost the inverse:
having typically a lot of activity, and a sudden drop for one
or two days. This behaviour was exemplified, e.g., by users
who listened to a lot of music while they are working during
the weekdays, but who hardly listened to their music during
the weekends. The third identified pattern is of having more
or less consistent activity. A user who was using a wearable
device to keep track of all their steps during each day typically
showed this type of pattern.

D. Prototype Questionnaire
After the collection period, an avatar was created for each

participant according to their (overall) behaviour. Before these
were revealed to them, the participants were given a list of
all of the created avatars and they had to choose the one they
think that represents them. Out of ten people, four selected the
correct avatar, and another two selected an avatar that matches
all the features of their avatar but that had different variations
for at least one item. From the remaining participants, two
selected an avatar that was similar, but that had one feature
more or less than their actual avatar and a diverse number of
features for at least one item. Only two users selected an avatar
that was very dissimilar to their actual one.

E. Usage Questionnaire
1) Demographics: This final online questionnaire was

filled out by 29 participants aged between 19 and 57 (average
27, standard deviation 7), whereof 14 were male, 13 female
and two trans*. No location information was asked.

2) Results: This questionnaire was designed to investigate
potential users’ preferences regarding to how the generated
avatar should be updated according to usage patterns, as well
as whether it should include date information.

Interestingly, only slightly more than half considered that
having some date information displayed with the avatar would
be useful. Those that did also showed a strong preference for
this information to be displayed below the avatar, mostly in a
“name of month, date of month, year” format (e.g., May 15,
2015).

Based on observations regarding the identified activity
patterns, two issues were investigated: how often should the
avatar be updated (based on the activity information), and
whether any peaks or drops of activity should persist over the
subsequent days.

The participants were presented with three different stories
(each corresponding to an activity pattern) and for each of
those stories a series of figures with ways that the avatar
could be updated. To keep things simple, each of the stories
mentioned only a single category of activities – photos (Insta-
gram), social networks (Twitter), and music – and the options
were a (not explicitly stated) mix of update options (every
day, every second day, every week) and persistence (peak or
drop indicated on only according to the events of the story or
smoothed over more days).

More frequent (every day or every other day) updates were
shown to be the, not very surprising but consistent throughout,
preference. What was not so expected was the preference for
no persistence “smoothing” over time. These findings, together
with the inclusion of date information, further informed the
development of the system and the avatar design.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It is hoped that the work presented in this paper can be
further extended in terms of supported services and function-
alities, any graphical design issues improved, and potential
system users provided with a way to, at the same time, be
entertained, as well as gain some insight by the visualization
of their personal activities, reclaiming in a meaningful way the
data that are collected from their personal activities.

A series of user studies (using online questionnaires) were
conducted, and a system prototype was implemented within the
scope of this research. This paper presents the development and
the architecture of a proposed system, that can aggregate and
analyse personal activity data in order to provide meaningful
information to a user.

Based on the results of the Survey Questionnaire, a selec-
tion of most used social networks and wearable devices was
identified and categorized. Not all of these could be currently
supported; the implemented four categories (and the APIs)
are social networks (Twitter), music (Last.fm), photography
(Instagram), and fitness (Human API). Due to the extensibility
of the proposed architecture, further services can be relatively
easily added and supported in the future.
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Not every service can be integrated in such a system,
depending on the availability and suitability (restrictions, not
relevant activity data) of an API. In some cases, there exist
APIs that already combine different services and thus multiple
services can be integrated with less implementation effort.

A selection of the available data were chosen to be analysed
and visualized (in our context). For fitness, the distance of the
sport/physical activities; for music, the number of songs the
user listened to; for photography, the number of pictures the
user uploaded; and for social media, the number of tweets,
retweets and favourites. Every time the data are requested and
analysed, only the category activity levels are afterwards stored
in the system database, and not the collected data.

Based on the results of the Usage Questionnaire, the
potential users would prefer to get updates frequently (every
day or every other day), and the visualization not to consider
any persistence (“smoothing” over time). Therefore, the data
are requested and aggregated as well as analysed once a day,
generating an updated (depending on the activities) avatar.

As a possible visualization of users’ activities, the graphical
representation as an avatar was chosen and further investigated
and validated by the Avatar Design Questionnaire. For each
category for which the user has a service connected, the
base figure of the avatar gets an added feature (a headband
to indicate fitness activities, earphones for music, a Polaroid
camera for photography, or a smartphone for social networks).
The representation of the levels of activity is done by adding
some feature variations to the avatar: drops of sweat from
the headband, music notes coming out of the earphones,
photos coming out of the Polaroid, and birds (related to the
Twitter logo) flying out of the smartphone. Although the
overall graphic design was well received and understood by
the participants, there is always further room for improvements
(e.g., the feature and variations for the fitness category should
be redesigned).

A. Limitations
During the development phase, as well as during the test

run of the prototype, some aspects were identified which
developers need to take special care of, and some which require
further considerations and improvement.

When a “mashup” (an application that combines data
requested from various other applications) is created, it is
important to be aware of that this application will depend
on those integrated services. One point of this dependency
is the availability of those services. For example, on the day
when the trial of the prototype was started, the Instagram
API was (temporarily) not available and thus, the invited
users who registered could not at that time connect their
Instagram accounts. Luckily, a few days later, Instagram fixed
that particular issue, and these users could then connect their
accounts. Furthermore, only certain data can be requested via
an API that the services provide. For instance, the Instagram
API does not provide an easy way to get comments that a user
wrote. Thus, only the uploaded pictures as well as the “likes”
could be used.

Additionally, some services allow to specify a date for
which the data are requested. This is very useful for the
prototype, since the data is gathered once a day, for events
that took place the previous day only. But some services do

not provide this option. A few services (e.g., the Twitter API)
allow to request all data after a specific id. This gives the
possibility to get all new data since the previous request was
made, but it is not certain that all those events happened on
the specific day. However, it is hard to obtain some data on
the first time the prototype requests them, especially if the user
was already using this service for a long time. For example,
again with Instagram, this caused a bug regarding the number
of “likes”, and therefore this data were not considered for the
photography activity. Instead, only the number of photos is
currently used. Further development could address and fix this
issue.

Another aspect regarding the use of external services which
needs to be taken into account, is that some services have
a limited amount of requests which are accepted within a
certain time frame. This is especially important if the mashup
is used by a large number of users. For the trial of the current
prototype, the API use stayed within those limits.

Another limitation of the proposed system is the rather
simple analysis of the gathered data. Further investigations and
user studies are necessary on how to combine the different
dimensions per category into a composite value (e.g., walking,
running and biking for fitness; posting, commenting, sharing
and liking for social media or photography). The generation
of avatars for the participants who registered for the system
was determined on subjective impressions of the researcher
based on the results of the data collection (to determine the
activity levels). For further work on this project, a more general
solution needs to be found.

Using an avatar as visualization of the activities, also has
some limitations, since for example only certain levels of ac-
tivities can be differentiated before the design gets too complex
and incomprehensible for the users. The current system uses
four different levels for each category (just connected, low
activity, medium activity, high activity). Gathering data from
more users could determine if this segmentation is enough or
if more differentiation would be required.

B. Future Work
As mentioned in previous sections, the avatar design was

kept simple, and this project has several possibilities to be
enhanced by future work, further investigating the preferences
of the users regarding a perhaps more complex design.

One interesting aspect would be to integrate more services
in the existing categories, or even more different categories, to
address more users.

An open issue is the analysis of the gathered data, es-
pecially when it comes to the combination of the different
data dimensions of one service into one composite value. For
example, fitness and health applications can report a variety
of heterogeneous data (distance, time, heart rate, etc.); social
networks as well. These could be represented as multiple sub-
features on the avatar, or convert them to a common unit of
measure (e.g., for fitness this could be the burning of calories).

The presented avatar generation used global values to
define the activity levels for each category, meaning these
values were the same for all users, independent on their
individual behaviour. Another possibility would be to have
personalized limits, depending on a user’s behaviour – e.g., if
she is usually very active, she needs to be “even more” active to
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have her avatar showing a “high” amount of activity, whereas
other users who are usually inactive just need “some” activity
to have their activity shown as high on the avatar. Another
approach would be to compare the activity to the activity of
the previous day(s) or even week(s). If the user is more active
than she was during the previous timespan, the avatar shows
high activity, if the user is approximately as active as during
the previous timespan, the avatar shows medium activity and
if the user is less active than during the previous timespan, the
avatar shows low activity.

Since it was not clear for all participants that the higher
amount of properties is connected to more activity, other
ways of showing the different levels for each category could
be investigated. As already mentioned before, one possibility
would be to work with transparency. Another one might be
to work with different colours for different levels. The use of
colour could also disambiguate some features (e.g., clarifying
that a physical active avatar is not injured and bleeding, by
making the sweat drops, coming from the headband, blue).
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